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CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTERS 
OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE

(i) Public Safety Ordinance issued 
by the Jammu and Kashmir Govern

ment AND REACTION Of GOVERNMENT 

THERETO

DR.  KARAN  SINGH  (Udhampurj: 

Sir, I am on a point of order.  I have 
a very important submission to make 
with regard to the Calling Attention 

Notice we had given.  The  Jammu 
and Kashmir Public Safety Ordinance 

was issued on the 29th October and 
we started meeting here on the 14th 
November. From that time we have 

been seeking an opportunity to raise 
this,  issue.  Soon alter  Parliament 

met  we gave a  Calling  Attention 

Notice:  I gave it, my  friend  Shri 
Qureshi gave it  and others gave it, 

but the whole matter was delayed and 
we were given no opportunity although 

I met you and I met the Prime Minis
ter.  In the meanwhile, 25 or SO other 
Hon. Members gave Calling Attention 

Notices. Now, Sir, one month after the 
Ordinance was issued and three weeks 

after Parliament started meeting, the 
Calling Attention comes up and a bal
lot is taken, but our  names do not 

come up.  I wawt your protection, Sir. 
We represent, in this House the people 

whose rights and liberties have been 
trampled upon as a result of this Or
dinance. If you cannot give us an op

portunity for a Calling  Attention,  ̂
would submit that you may allow a 
Two Hour Discussion so that every

body who wishes to say something on 
this will have his say. We have been 

elected to this House by the people 
and if wo do not raise our voice when 

their rights are taken away, we are 
not worthy of sitting in this House. 
As guardians of the  rights  of the 

people of India we would request you 
to give us full opportunity to discuss 

this matter.

SHRI MOHD.  SHAFI  QURESHI 

(Anantnag):  Sir xpy  submission  to
you is that we had made submissions

to you  earlier by giving;  Adjourn

ment Motions and Calling  Attention 

Notices. But what has  happened? I 
am  not  casting  any aspersions on 
the Chair, but the Chair unfortuna

tely takes a longer time to decide the 
issue and matters go on accummulat- 
ing. In the initial stages there were 
only two  or three  Calling Attention 
Notices before you, but what happened 

subsequently? Other  Hon.  Members 

gave their motions (of  course they 
have a right to come to  you with, 

their motions) and they have accum- 
mulated. We do not take any objec

tion to the balloting system, but here 
is a peculiar situation which  has ari
sen. You have got powers under the 

rules to suspend a particular rule if 
you feel that the rights of the Mem
bers are being ignored. Sir, what will 

be the impression in the Jammu and 

Kashmir State? We  come from that 
State—Shri  Thakur  Baldev  Jasrotia, 
Shri Abdul Ahad  Vakil,  Dr. Karan 

Singh, Smt. Parvati Devi and myself. 
An impression will go round in the 
State that their  representatives are- 
sitting in this House but they have 
not been able to open their mouths on 

this important issue. I would request 
the hoo. Home Minister to accept the 
suggestion made by my  hon. collea

gue, Dr. Karan Singh. Let him be help
ful in this matter. Instead of having 
this Calling Attention, you may kindly 

allow a two-hour discussion.

SHRI  DINEN  BHATTACHARYA 
(Serampore):  We  also support  this. 

Let us have a discussion as suggested 
by Dr. Karan Singh.

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Chirayin- 
kil): Sir, I would like to invite your 

kind attention to Rule 197 of the Rul
es of Procedure; Explanation (ii) says:

“Notices  for  a  sitting  received 

upto  1030 hours shall be deemed to 

have been received at 1030 hours on 

that day and a ballot shall be held 
to determine the relative priority of 

each such notice on the same sub-, 

ject”
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"This matter has been raised by Shri 

Mohd. Shaft Qureshi;  there may be 

some other hon.  Members including 
myself who have given calling atten

tion notices. When you  announce in 
the House that you will allow a calling 

attention—you  never said,  you  have 

allowed it—give  every  Member a 
-chance to give a notice on this calling 

attention. When a ballot is  held, it 
-would be obligatory for you to take 

all the notices together.  Once you 
admit a calling  attention notice, the 

other Members may be given a chance 

to give their notices also.

SHRI  DINEN  BHATTACHARYA: 
The only remedy is that a discussion 

be allowed on this matter as proposed 
by Dr. Karan Singh  That is the only 
solution.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN  MISHRA 

(Begusarai): Mr.  Speaker,  Sir, my 

humble submission is that a Calling 
Attention motion has to be admitted 

in the first instance, otherwise after a 
lapse of time it ought not to be admit

ted. The Calling Attention motion re- 

lates to a matter of urgent public im
portance and if an hon. Member had 

given a notice of it  earlier and the 

Chair had not found it proper to admit 

it at that time, it looks rather strange 
that the same subject should form the 
subject of a Calling Attention motion 

now. It is for the  Chair to consider 
whether the same  subject can be a 

matter of urgent public importance a 

little later.

Secondly, it is also lor the Chair’s 
earnest consideration  whether some 

Members hailing from the same area 

should not figure in the list of Mem
bers who have given notice of Calling 

Attention. My submission is that the 
Chair can exercise its residuary powers 

to include the names of all those Mem

bers who hail from that area

State. The matter must be discuaced in 
this House.... (Interruptions).

SHRI  KANWAR  LAL  GUPTA 

(Delhi Sadar): On a  point of order, 
Sir..........(Interruptions).

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 

(SHRI CHAR AN SINGH): Yould you 
kindly call upon me to read the state
ment?

MR. SPEAKER: No.

(Interruptions)

SHRI  SAUGATA  ROY-  «Bai- 
rackpur): I am drawing your attention 
to Rule 54.  I gavi<  a (VU Attention 

Motion and Short Notice Question on 
the aflairs of Delhi University. It was 
admitted on last Monday  I pot letter 

from the Chief Examiner of Questions 

that it has been postponed by another 
week.  Meanwhile, many things have 

happened in  the University.  In  thu 
name  of arranging  business  we  are 

postponing things and matters are los

ing their immediacy and importance. 
You must take decision immediately to 
say that such  and such a  thing has

been admitted  so that everybody  can
have his chance to speak on the sub

ject and it does not lose its efficacy. 
The method, therefore, be corrected.

SHRI  KANWAR LAL  GUPTA: I 
want to draw your attention to Rule 
197.

MR. SPEAKER:  Upto a  certain

limit, it is all right. Speaker is not the 
only person to obey the rules. Mem

bers have also  to obey 1he  rules.

So far as Call Attention with  re

gard to Kashmir is concerned, the first 
notice was given only by Shri Baldev 
Singh and nobody  else. He is from 

Jammu.
(Interruptions)

Why don’t you allow me to speak. Is 
it your monopoly to speak? I have also 

the right to speak.

SHRI  DINEN  BHATTACHARYA:  The question arose. I withheld it for
It is a basic question; no question of  a few days. I had explained that matter
.a Member coming from that particular  to Dr. Karan Singh and Shri Baldev
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Singh. Certain talks were going on. 
X did not want to  Interfere with Hue 
talks that were going on. Shri Baldev 
Singh pressed lor it. I allowed a state
ment under 377. By that time some 
other question came.

The Buie regarding ballotting has 
been interpreted earlier.  Once it is 
there on the day of ballotting at 10 

O’ Clock  nobody could  change it. 

Whether there should be a two hour 

discussion, is a different matter?  We 
will consider separately. But so far as 
ballotting is concerned the Speaker has 
no authority to change it.  Only five 

persons can be allowed. That is provi
ded in the rule. Nothing can be done 

’ now.

(Interruptions)

He is raising a point of order.

Half a day is lost only on points of 

order. The business of the House is 
not allowed. Some of them are perma
nent points of order.

SHBI KAN WAR I.AL  GUPTA:  I 
may invite your attention to Rule 197. 

I totally agree with the Chair that you 
cannot force or add anybody’s name 
in the ballot.  Whether I  belong to 
Kashmir or I belong to Delhi, it is 

none of the business of the Chair. That 

depends upon the chance or luck.

Explanation under Rule IS)7 is—

“(i) Where a notice is signed by 
more than one member, it shall be 
deemd to have been given by the 
first signatory only.

(ii)  Notices for sitting  received 

upto 10 00 hours shall be deemed to 

have been received at 10.00 hours 
on that day and a ballot shall be 
held to determine the relative pri

ority of each such notice on the same 
subject. Notices received after 10.00 
hours shall be deemed to have been 
given for the next sitting.”

My submission is all the  notice* 
received upto 10 O'Clock  should be 
ballotted.  Whether they belong to • 
particular area or not is not the ques
tion. What has happened Tn this case 
is this. I send notice before 10 O’ clock. 
After 10 days many other notices are 
also received. These get piled up. They 

come to 20, 30, 40 and so on. They are 
all ballotted. The person who sends his 
notice before 10 O’ clock is punished 
unecessarily. This is what happens. 1 

am an active member; I take keen in
terest in the matter. I  should not be 
punished for that. It is  altogether a 
different matter whether my name ap
pears in the ballot or not. The moment 
you admit the Calling Attention Mo

tion. the notices must be ballotted. AU 
notices  received  upto 10  O’ clock 
should be ballotted. Now you have not 
been following that old practice. What 

k going on in your office is this. AU 
those notices received after 10 O’ clock 
or before 10 O’ clock or even after 10 
days are ballotted together. This is not 
proper!.  Admitting Calling  Attention 

is under your discretion. You should 
restrict it to those cases only where 

they have given notices  upto 10 O’ 
clock. Then  you can  have a ballot. 

Those who give notices before 10 O’ 
clock should not be punished. On the 
other hand they should be rewarded 
because they are very active. I belong
1o Delhi and the  matter  refers to 
Delhi. If I do not send notice before

10 O' clock, my name will not come. 
You take those notices received before

10 O’ clock and decide who will sneak 
on that
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SHRI V. ARUNACHALAM  (Tiru- 

nelveli):  What I suggest is that the 

hon. Speaker can call the leaders of 

the  respective political  parties to 

choose any one of the speakers belong
ing to their party.

MR. SPEAKER: The rule  does not 
permit me.

SHRI V  ARUNACHALAM:  The

political parties can choose their own 
speakers so that they can represent 

their  case effectively.  If there is 

chance for compromise that can be 
done.  If not, then, ballotting can be 
done.

PHOF. P. G. MAVALANKAB (Gan
dhinagar) : The difficulty arises because 

the well laid-out rules, practices and 
directions of the Speaker  are occa- 

rionally disturbed for a variety of rea
sons

That is why this thing  comes In. 

My point is twofold one is that with 
regard to this particular item of Kash
mir, the Ordinance, as was pointed out 
to you, was issued as early as on 29th 
October. And, when the House met on 
the 14th November, some of the Mem
bers  particularly, from Kashmir, took 

it alertly and immediately  and gave 
some notices.

Now, in your wisdom you thought 
that because some  information was 

sought for, you should wait. There was 
no question of the earlier  members’ 
giving further notices.  Why should 

they not be ballotted when the motion 
was accepted by you? I feel that these 

notices also  should have been taken 

into consideration. That is point num

ber one.

Apart from this, my serious charge 

is—I  cannot substantiate it in this

House opealy because it igity,  t«lg*>.7 

sow* time aod al*><  becau* wpe of; 

these thing* cannot be  substantiated' 
by concrete evidence—my change, ho»r. 

ever, is serious, and I  request yew 

that all these things should be looked 
nto personally by you because  the 

whole business of giving notices is so- 
erratic or so arbitrary that quite often 
I suspect that blank forms are signed 

in advance and given to certain offi
cers.

MR.  SPEAKER:  Mr. Mavalankar̂
why don’t you give me this informa
tion privately?

SHRI  DINEN  BHATTACHARYA: 

This is a serious charge. You better 
look into it.

PROF. P. G. MAVM.ANKAR: I aitt 
only suggesting that many people here 

only whisper and they do not talk. But 
I am talking.  That is my difficulty. 
Thjs is one aspect of the matter.

MR. SPEAKER: Just  a minute.  If 
such things are hai-pelng and if they 
are within your knowledge, is it not 
your duty to bring it to the notice of 

the  Speaker as a  Member  of  the 
House? The Speaker alone cannot find 

out all these things unless  somebody 
gives information. This :s a very seri
ous charge.  If that is so, I must take 

immediate steps. I entirely agree with 
you that it is se»'ous if hlar.k papers 
are. signed and g’ven in the office. I 

have a few other complaints which I 
am looking into. But, this complaint 

had not come to me till now. If you 
had only passed on this  information 
even in confidence, certainly I would 

have looked into the matter. Insteao of 
making it an issue in the House, the 
Members should cooperate  with  the 
Speaker and help him m the matter and 
give information if there is fny lapse 
or any such thing. They are very seri
ous matters. Our office must function 

very effectively and in order to func
tion very  effectively, the Members 

must cooperate with the Speaker and 
pass on such 'ifornwtlon because you 
art all as mucti  interested in seeing 
that the House functions effectively as
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;I an. We have to we that the office 
. functions properly.  I am looking into 

tb« matter.
(Interruptions)

PROF. P. G.  MAVALANKAR:  My 
last point was regarding <he point of 
order. I support n>y friend Shri Shya- 
mnandan Mishra in to what he saH. 
When you have certain topics coming 
from a  partic ilar -area  the onlire 
newspaper media, T. V.,  Rpdiu  and 
ether coverage \vi)l s:ty thiA only non- 
Kashmir Members in this rarticttla'-in
stance participated.  Therefore, would 

it not be possible for you—this may be 
considered by the Rules Committee— 
to so ensure that if such subjects crone, 

some people from those constituencies 
affected  or, at  least. < ”e rf  thenn, 
should find a place in the ballot?  I 
am not saying that all of them should 

be there but only one, so that at least 

one from that constituency affected is 
given the publicity. (Interruptions).

MR. SPEAKER: 1 have olreadv cir- 
culated a letter.  Why don't \ou give 
your suggestions. I entirely ngree with 
you.  (Interruptions).

SHRI VASAfJT SATHE- S-r kndly 
listen to me so 'hat all these confusions 
car. be solved. Have you got the Rules 
Book with you?

MR. SPEAKER: Yes. I have got with 
me the rules book.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Kindly see 
Rule 197. The discretion that we  are 
talking of is that:

“(i) where a notice is signed  by 
more than one Member, it shall be 
'deemed to have been given by the 
first signatory only;

(ii)  Notices for a sitting—we are 

talking of a sitting that is to be un
derlined—received upto 10.30 hours 
shall hi« deemed to have fteeu receiv
ed at 10 30 hours on that day and a 
ballot slmll f-,e held to determine the 

relevant priority of earh such nolice

on the same subject. Notices receiv
ed after 10.30 hours shall be deemed 

to have been given fir the next sit
ting.”

Therefore, Sir, supposing today notice 
is given by Dr. Karan Singh and others. 

That will be the notice for thnt sitting. 

In vour wisdom because of ccrtain dia
logues you put it off. Then what hap

pens is that  that  notice  becomes a 
notice for the next sitting. In the mean

time other  notices  como.  Threfore 

these notices •vhici’ were pijl ofl  «ir;U 
postponed for 1fce othor  sitting they 
also must get in the ballot.

Another thing js if you feel that the 

matter is of such urgent public impor
tance and the Oil .Attention does not 
get reflected—as is the case today that 
none of these fi >,» DPrŝns are  from 
Kashmir—then there is a provision un- 

f'ci Rule 184 wherr'jy you can allow 
a  discussion again. (Interruptiovs).

Lastly, Sir, uri<?r Rule 5i: on a flat

ter of urgent public importance, with 
your consent, a li'scûion eio be rais

ed.  Sot there is provision in our Rules 
where a discussion can be allowed were 

Call Attention is not enough. 377 is the 
lowest cetagory; then comes Call At
tention and then a discussion.  Those 

who gave the notice first, of no fault 
of theirs, did not get the opportunity 

as you put ofT  and that became a 
handicap for them.  So, Sir, you must 

allow a discussion.  Kindly consider 

these things  n totality and allow a 
discussion  where  they  also get a 
chance.

SHRI  N.  SREEKANTAN  NAIR 

(Quilon): Sir. the mlos do no1 reiroit 
you to transfer and mingle two days 
notices. You can transfer it to the next 
day but on the ►j.eyt '1 .v it should not 
L\» included in the ballc tr.g i-pc.u.se 

the man who gave the »)oiicc was not 
e* fault.

SHRI  DINEN  miATfACHARYA- 
Sir. there are so many advisers to give 

you advice. I will request you tr call
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tt*em in, your Chamber. Already t'alf- 

at-hour has bien spent on this.

wtar snvro wpfV  («mra) : 

TT3̂ i> it? fatw 

I fa “w  r̂, v i” i  sir

<Tf> fa*PT apTl ftfspr f?F *ft  TR

stpt,  *pt'£ qrtr *r wi'n+w 

sn=mw  %  ffTUT  I

MR. SPEAKER: I have heard every
body-----

SHRI MOHD. SHAFIQURESHI: Sir, 

it is a very sensitive matter.

MR. SPEAKER: Please aHow hor to 
rrise this issue.

SHRI MOHD. SHAFI QURESHI: If 
you allow them to have their say and 

do not allow us to have our say I do 
not think that we are doing a service 
to the country. If the rules do not per
mit..........

MR. SPEAKER: I have heard you.

MR. MOHD.  S'lAFI  QtmSHI:  I 
have faced three aggressions from Pak
istan, not you. Ihe-oEoro, >*e hove got 
a right to say.  In all humility I want 
to tell the  Home  Min*ter  tint  we 
should have a discusnon.  Otherwise, 
this will create many misunderstand
ing and many doubts in the minds of 
people in the county J»:v hen. friends 
here say something; vou arp talking of 
Provincial auton >my 1 tit tb*\v are thin
king of opting fit o£ this cmmtrv.... 
(Interruption s).

SHRIMATI AHTLYA  P. RAN»JNE- 
KAR (Bombay North-CVnt.’al): it is a 
he

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Diamond 

Harbour): When  Mr-.  Ganrihi  was 

there, you were all l.ke iel'y fish and 
row suddenly vou h'i’v become a great 
political analyst.

SHRI MOHD. SHAFI QURESHI: Yo>j 
bave become te’Hoats lo

SHRI JYOTIRM“»V BCSU. W* ar* 
tailcoats to nobody.... (Interruption*).

w i wbt $ar xnt ,Aw (wwr-

*rrcr) :  wrer  $ irfirfl'WH'ta

<rfar  $  f-TRf̂r̂cr  foror  ^

*T?? Wt *TT KTFT fefT?n

f srfa- sn>far «R?rr g f*F  %

rfT  3RrT5ZT  if  t

grm arfafPU  f̂TRTcr *T

w*n̂ R  'Toff  qr  fwOT  5r*n% 

r̂rf̂r  % farr far̂ N- erfevR rtc?t 

f%rr  ̂ wtogroT 

?rsin%9r ht ^  -

srfrf̂ TT i"

(Interruptions)

SHRI  DINEN  BHATTACHARYA: 
Mr. Qureshi has lost all his t:»lnnce; 

that is why he is m.ikJ,ig all these al
legations and taiidt,* rubbish.

SHRI  K.  Lf: KKAPPA (Tunkur): 
You have heard them very patiently. 
With great respect, I .sul-rr.it that you 

should agree for a discussion.

SHRI OHARAS SIN.;II: Am I 

ei to make the statement or not?

SHRI K. LAK.<API’A: Shr: Karan 
Singh and Shri Quredii have Fubmitt- 
«?d notices. You listened patiently Whet 

is the result of that?

MR. SPEAKER- You dp nc I allow me 

t" tell results.

SHRI  YESHWANTRAO  CHAVAN 
:Satara): From thf» way we have been 
functioning, under the cover of rules 
we are denying the right of discussing 

many important public matters.  When 
for the discussion of an urgent matter 

of public  importance notice is given 
and you take weeks to take a decision 

in this  matter. I must make  agriev- 
yi ce out of that. An urgent p ihl:c m«t- 
lers loses its _>ig iJUv-'is?  £ it «s not 
discussed urgently. Then the whole is
sue has been put in a straight jacket of
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cult attention so that oft!/ Sve persons 
can get  up and ask questions. J&K 
matter is of nutUnal lmpoittncc. You 
will sny that you were working w.lh- 
ju the frame wo .*> at the rules.  Cer
tainly you have to do !•<>.  But some
times the Speaker has to take a general 
view of the political situnficn in  the 
country: what are the issues which 
are exercising the minds of the people, 
and then give some  scope ior them 
to open their minds here. If you do 
not do that here, what will  happen 
cutside? The whoie rout.try is full of 
an atmosphere of violence and if we 
d > not allow them to open their mou
ths here and '>xor».,3s themselves, reo- 
ple will go in their own way. This so
vereign body is meant to consider fill 
such matters and we find that whenever 
we ask for any discussion some evasive 
replies are given to sidetrack it. This 
question of Kashmir iS a very import
ant issue. Therefore, I should request 
toe hon. Home Minister and also re
quest you that apart from call atten
tion, let there  be  some discussion, 
This is an important matter.

SHRI CHARAN  SZXCH: I should 
likt» to put in a word. The hon. lenier 
of the Opposition hns just now said 
that when que*lic'«3 of p;.blic impor- 
nnce are sought to te  rsiised  ttaero 
were esasive replies from the govern
ment, if 1 understood him correctly...

AN HON. MEMBER: The Rules.

SHRI CHARAN SINGH: That is a 
matter between the Speaker and the 
hon. Leader of the Opposition. But it 
it is sought to convey the nnjression 
that Government wants to avoid any 
discussion or ',iv« evas.\e replies,  I 
humbly protest.

MR. SPEAKER: Two questions have 
been raised.  One is  whether  there 
should be a larger discussion cr rot; 
that is a matter which I will pZnce be
fore the Business Advisors Committee 
for a decision. I have no authority in 
the matter. There is rule 184.

SHRI  YESHWANTRAO C1IAVAN: 
This House can decide.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: There is. 
rule 193.

MR. SPEAKER: Then, there was the 
second point of orier.

DR. SUSHILA NAYAR (Jhansi): If- 
sou want to have a larger discussion, 
then there is 1-0 purp.se in having a 
discussion with five or four persons, as 
is allowed in call attention under the 
rules. In your wisdom you must decide 
whether it is to Ve a call nltvi/tion oa 
general discussion:  you cannot have
both.

It is wrong to ailow seme people to 
express their opinion now and then to 
have a general discussion on the same- 
matter later on. Wfcatev*r method you 
may follow this should be avo rfed.

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Home Mil ister 
shall we have a general discussion for 
two hours on +his matter?

SHRI CHARAN SINGH: 1 have no 
objection.

MR. SPEAKER: We will have a ge
neral discussion on tftis n-.atter

jfjrtecr,  to  iffarr fMrcT 

T̂f̂r 1

MR.  SPEAKER:  When  we have
general discussion, you will be allowed 
to participate.

(ii) Home Ministry’s reported Circu
lar re. SPECIAL  VERIFICATION OT 
persons  from Kerala  and  West 

Bencal seeking Government Em
ployment

SHRI CHITTA BASV (Bar.isat).  I 
call the attention of the Minister  of 
Home Affairs to rh* following matter 
of urgent public impoitar.ee and  re
quest that he may make a statement 
tfcereon:


